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During the American Progressive movement, as with the international New Edu-
cational Fellowship, the human sciences were instrumental in the pedagogical 
practices known as the modern ‘common’ school (Popkewitz, 2008). This discus-
sion links the sciences of pedagogy with the making of kinds of people that makes 
the nation possible. The sociologies and psychologies discussed connect princi-
ples of collective belonging and nation-ness with social and cultural distinctions 
about ‘the nature’ of the child and society. However, the making of people is not 
about a unity or universalized notion of the citizen; the theories and methods of 
the sciences connected political theories with cultural and social theories that em-
bodied double gestures (Popkewitz, Diaz, & Kirchgasler, 2017). One gesture was 
about responsibilities and obligations of the citizen, a particular kind of person 
whose agency and participation made government possible. The other gesture was 
about fears of differences and dangerous populations that prevents their antici-
pated liberty, freedom, and democratization.  

A common argument is that the making of the nation is not in its political 
theories or institutional forms but in the system of reason whose principles form 
the micro-processes that inscribe a particular ‘nature’ to the child, the family and 
society. The sciences of education are historical actors in these inscriptions. This 
chapter explores the grid of practices embodied in the educational sciences con-
cerned with the making of the child as the future citizen (Popkewitz, 2012 [1984]). 
                                                             
1  This discussion is drawn from a broader historical and political sociology of social and 

educational sciences in Popkewitz, in press and Popkewitz, 2008, 2020.  
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The sciences replaced the earlier speculative, moral sciences with different moral 
sciences whose methods were pragmatic, experimental and empirical.  
The approach examines the salvation themes that enter research through notions 
of social improvement, reform and progress. What appears as merely helping the 
child’s growth and development are historical inscriptions about the means of per-
fecting individual and social life. Past and present inscriptions form as the objects 
of desire translated into the rationalities whose rules provide direction to social 
and educational change.  

The discussion first considers how religious narratives of salvation are trans-
lated into transcendental cultural and political principles of the nation as a space 
of collective belonging. The second section explores how salvation narratives ex-
press the rhetoric form of the American Jeremiad; that is, articulating the disrup-
tions and dangers in modern societies with the optimism of science achieving the 
Enlightenment’s universal dreams as its potentialities. The third and fourth sec-
tions give attention to the redemptive narratives directed to the interior or the soul 
of the child. The soul is not the religious soul of the 17th and 18th centuries, but 
secular, worldly modes of living is of ‘reasonable child’ whose dispositions ra-
tionalize, problem-solve, and plan one’s life in the regular sequence of time. Sci-
ence, explored in the fifth section, functions as the liberating force in the pursuit 
of salvation and redemption. Reason is linked with revelation, drawing 19th cen-
tury discussions of religion into pedagogical principles about freedom and democ-
racy. The sixth and final section explores salvation and redemption by rescuing 
the dangerous child and its community of the moral disorder of the city.  
 
 
VIRTUE IN SECULAR SAINTLINESS: NATIONAL 
EXCEPTIONALISM, SCIENCE AND SCHOOLING  
 
Let me start with the European Enlightenments and the notion of cosmopolitanism 
(Popkewitz, 2008). Cosmopolitanism is not used as a distinctive doctrine but em-
bodies particular sets of epistemic principles that changed over time and space. 
While there were variations, the cosmopolitanism of the Enlightenment embodied 
a particular mode of life associated with the goals of moral cultivation and civili-
zation in a temporality that directed the individual to the future and progress. The 
principles of reason were oriented to human potential as the problematic of change 
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that the reason and rationality of the cosmopolitan could obtain. This change was 
concerned with social conditions that modified modes of living and people.2  
The radicalism of the Enlightenment’s cosmopolitanism was portrayed in how hu-
man reason and science privileged a particular relation between collective belong-
ing, individuals in daily life, and change. This relation was captured in the emer-
gence of modern notions of progress that opened up new human possibilities (see 
Nisbet, 1980). Cosmopolitanism embodied a mode of ‘reasoning’ about human 
conditions. To talk about human reasoning and the European Enlightenment is not 
to suggest that people did not ‘reason’ before or in other historical spaces. Reason 
was no longer left to God or the heritage of one’s birth, the Enlightenment gave it 
a particular human autonomy and universal quality. ‘Reason’ was acquired to 
guide the discovery and determination of truth (Cassirer, 1951 [1932], p. 13). It 
inscribed a universal ‘nature’ of humanity that generated simultaneous images and 
narratives of the nature of society and the individuals that were open to interven-
tion and change.  

I pursue the cosmopolitanism as embodying particular systems of reason in 
forming notions of community and progress, and its rules and standards inscribe 
salvation themes. My argument of ‘cosmopolitan’ reason goes against a central 
historical thesis of the Enlightenment’s secularization. That thesis is the univer-
salism of the reason of cosmopolitanism replacing the mysticism of religion, tra-
dition and the parochialism of the nation. Concepts of the citizen, human agency, 
bureaucracy, and the science in the planning of the welfare state are given in the 
literature as examples of the importance of secularization in modern society. The 
cosmopolitanism was, in contrast and in the sense that I pursue, a mode of life that 
made possible ideas about “open and free debate in an equitable economy: econ-
omy in its classical sense of the principles for people to manage and safeguard the 
moral good of community and human happiness” (Gaonkar, 2001, p. 8; see also 
Popkewitz, 2008).3 Yet, as I argue, they obscure the integration of the political, 

                                                             
2  I recognize that the Enlightenment was not one thing, as evident in contemporary Eu-

ropean continental philosophy and strands of post-colonial and post-modern feminist 
theories that maintain sensibilities associated with the Enlightenment (see, e.g., Pop-
kewitz, 2008, Ch. 10; Toulmin, 1990). The word ‘modern’ is used to speak of episte-
mological principles; and not meant as a historical hierarchy superseding other modes 
of thought. 

3  For a discussion of the shifts of the meanings of economy about moral outlook to its 
more technical definitions (see, e.g., Poovey’s (1998) discussion of Adam Smith’s 
Wealth of Nations and Mitchell’s (2002) Rule of Experts).  
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the social and the religious as the inscription of desire into the human sciences and 
their educational offshoots.  

The plausibility given to the secularization thesis is often not recognized as 
bound to the (re)visioning of theological desires into abstract, transcendental po-
litical principles about individual freedom, conscience, and the right of individu-
als. The ‘humanism’ of the Enlightenment “transforms Christian doctrine of sal-
vation into a project of universal human emancipation. The idea of progress is a 
secular version of the Christian belief in providence” (Gray, 2002, xiii). The prin-
ciples of progress overlapped with religious beliefs of the Moravian brothers, the 
Puritans, the Wesleyans, and the Pietists. To counter the theologians who saw 
wickedness, social chaos and immorality in the Enlightenment, the philosophers 
created an image of virtue in secular saintliness. The portrayal of God and the 
supposition that God would directly intervene in daily life were rejected in some 
Enlightenment thinkers. John Locke and Isaac Newton, for example, saw provi-
dence expressed in nature’s design whose laws would be revealed by science (see, 
e.g., Jones, 2008). The righteousness of conduct for both Enlightenment philoso-
phers and their critics, paradoxically, was not about what one did but about what 
one believed regarding the power of universal reason as a strategy of healing and 
change (Jones, 2008). The Enlightenment narratives reassembled Stoic ideas with 
Reformation and Counter-Reformation notions of salvation in the political theo-
ries of the republican citizen (see, e.g., Horlacher, 2015; Gomez, 2017).  

A close reading of the cultural histories of the American Revolutions entails 
the merging of religion and the state (Ferguson, 1997, p. 21; Bell, 2001; Marx, 
2003). Historically, Protestant narratives about salvation were (re)visioned in 
American narratives about the exceptional political and social character of the na-
tion. During the 17th century, all nations generated narratives of their own excep-
tionalism, Puritan discourses in American exceptionalism, for example, embodied 
the narratives of coming to America to find religious freedom and the providential 
uniqueness of its republican forms of the government. These discourses told of 
findings in The New World as it’s ‘Garden of Eden’ and God’s chosen place. The 
land served God’s elect few for ‘the day of God’s judgment.’ The Puritan ‘utopian 
moral grace on earth’ was transmogrified into the saga of the nation escaping the 
evils and disfigurements of Old World traditions to find the providential character 
of the Garden of Eden (Jehlen, 1986; Ross, 1991).  

The new narrative of the new republic was that of the Enlightenment cosmo-
politanism that rejected, at one level, the universality of religious morality as the 
basis for a common mankind (Schlereth, 1977, p. 56). That rejection, however, 
did not eliminate religious notions of the soul and salvation but brought elements 
into the idea of the citizen who performed ‘good works’ and embodied civic virtue 
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(Tröhler, 2011). The republic joined “the health of the soul and the regeneration 
of the Christian and the virtuous citizen, exultation of the divine and the celebra-
tion of design” (Ferguson, 1997, p. 43) with the designing of human improvement 
to enable ‘the pursuit of happiness’. 
The nation’s epic was told as a double gesture of loss and reclaiming. The reclaim-
ing of the utopian past was lost in the corruptions and traditions of the Old World, 
Europe. The American republic appeared as redeeming that loss through the evan-
gelical purity embodied in its political form. The nation provided the difference 
between light and darkness. At the start of the American War of Independence, 
the American and English political philosopher Thomas Paine wrote “the mind 
once enlightened cannot again become dark” and Americans were throwing off 
the Old-World prejudices and adopting new liberal, enlightened, and rational ideas 
(cited in Wood, 1991, p. 191). The citizen embodied the moral universalism that 
differentiated those who were citizens from those without reason (slaves, indige-
nous people and later particular immigrant populations).  

Schooling embodied the redemptive and salvific principles that joined the 
norms and of values of the social with family and individual modes of living. Ed-
ucation was the preparation for a conversion experience that gave the individual 
moral behaviour. Drawing on John Calvin’s notion of curriculum vitæ or ‘a course 
of life’, pedagogy was the ‘converting ordinance’, written with an evangelizing 
and calculated design on the souls of their readers – with the ‘soul’ rewritten into 
theories of the citizen as an actor and agent, and with the role of community for 
creating collective belonging and home.  

The method of reason built was revelatory. John Adams, for example, a signer 
of the US Declaration of Independence and second President, described the nation 
as spiritual fulfilment and noted that “the mind could be cultivated like a garden, 
with barbarous weeds eliminated and enlightened fruits raised” (Wood, 1991, p. 
191). America as the home of the chosen people and radical ‘otherness,’ was the 
‘racially elect’ differentiated from others who had fallen from moral grace 
(Glaude, 2000; Wong & Chang, 1998, p. 7; see also Low, 1982).  

These themes of exceptionalism were brought into the narratives of the school 
curriculum. School textbooks of the 19th century told the tale of American excep-
tionalism as the most advanced civilization. An educational text, “ The American 
Citizen” (Dole, 1891) made the citizen the “consideration of the public good, the 
welfare of the nation, or the interest of mankind” and traced the idea of govern-
ment and ethics to its religious basis for producing “patriotic emotion and moral 
enthusiasm” (Dole, 1891, p. v) of the child.  

The salvation and redemptive themes in science are embodied in the epistemic 
practices of science as desires about human potentialities that science is to bring 
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into existence. Again, I go against main tenets that give expression to science as 
the sacred knowledge of modernity and my concern with desires, therefore, might 
seem misplaced at first glance. The current discourses that relate policy with the 
social and psychological sciences seem as merely descriptive, talking about ‘what 
works’ and ‘empirical evidence’ that would rule out such notions of desire and 
potentiality. The later appear only in the realms of the psychologies as the object 
of studies on people’s fantasies or in utopian thought that is view as not properly 
considered as science. Moreover, the separation of science as only about the ob-
jective world is historically misleading. As Daston and Galison (2010) argue, the 
notion of scientific objectivity is an elusive concept and has existed with alterna-
tive epistemic forms since the late 18th century in which what is observed is never 
merely about recapturing/regaining/salvaging/recovering the real world. In the 
mathematical sciences, if statistics and numbers are considered, as Porter (1995) 
persuasively argues, they appear as having a mechanical objectivity that portray a 
priori rules that project fairness and impartiality that exclude judgment and miti-
gating subjectivity. But the very categories of the statistics are created within so-
cial and cultural conditions as the effects of power. 

Salvation and redemption themes are inscribed in the theories and methods of 
research as desires about kinds of societies and people. These desires become the 
object that research is to actualize and given expression in ideas of change, such 
notions of school improvement, and as children’s growth and development. The 
object of change is about “becoming” what that very research wants to make pos-
sible! This notion of desire draws on Deleuze & Parnet (1987 [1977]) and Agam-
ben’s (1999) sense of potentialities to think about research as orienting the present 
to what should be.4 Change, that ubiquitous concept, is about desiresand directs 
attention not only towards the present but orients and gives direction to the double 
qualities of differences that are expressed as potentialities. Specifically, potential-
ities as simultaneously desires about the potentialities-to-be and the potentialities 
not-to be. 

The salvation and redemption themes were connected and assembled as the 
social and psychological sciences were given institutional ‘homes’ in the univer-
sities in American Progressivism at the turn of the 20th century. The sciences, if I 
use a contemporary language, provided useful, practical knowledge that served 
both the state and civil society. The university and its disciplines were in ‘service 

                                                             
4  My use of these two works recognizes that they engage different intellectual fields about 

potentialities; but which together provoked my thinking in this investigation and what 
later I call the ‘double gestures’ of research, policy and schooling.  
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to the democratic ideal’ (see, e.g., McCarthy, 1912). William Rainey Harper 
(1905), the first President of the new University of Chicago, argued that the mis-
sion of the university was to be the guardian of civic virtue, democracy, and pro-
gress. Harper likened the university to a priest “whose great duty is to enlarge the 
vision of his followers” and whose role is to unlock “the inner secrets of the soul 
of humanity (not a single man), of mankind (not a nation) are the subjects of study 
and of proclamation” (Harper, 1905, p. 27), exemplifying the salvation and re-
demption themes in the practice of the university and its sciences.  

 
 

POPULISM AND DESIRE: THE AMERICAN JEREMIAD 
 
The culture of salvation and redemption joined a particular populism in 19th cen-
tury America embodied the redemptive form of the ‘American Jeremiad’ 
(Bercovitch, 1978). The prophetic injunctions of Jeremiah (a Hebrew prophet of 
the 7th century B.C.E. who predicted the destruction of the temple) were reconsti-
tuted in New England Puritan sermons to convey a duality. The sermons were 
practical and spiritual guides that wedded theology to politics as the progress to-
wards the Kingdom of God. In contrast to the European Jeremiad which decried 
the sins of the people, the American Jeremiad was optimistic and joined intellec-
tual and political critiques with the assertions positing that social progress would 
produce spiritual redemption. 

The duality of fears of dangers and hope in the potentialities of nation and 
people, in the American Jeremiad, were inscribed in the social and educational 
sciences. The science about human conditions offered practical advice on the so-
cial development of the child and family that contained the millennial vision of 
the ‘New World.’ Sociology, a discipline to appear at the end of the century, main-
tained a perspective that the millennial world would come about through a human 
effort of ‘disinterested benevolence,’. ‘Disinterested benevolence’, an 19th-cen-
tury expression associated with settlement house movements and the newly 
formed social and psychological sciences.   

The hope embodied in the American Jeremiad was embodied in the salvation 
narratives that many immigrants gave to the nation.  The nation was the hope of 
the new land that a Jewish immigrant, Emma Lazarus wrote of the United States: 
 
Give me your tired, your poor, 
your huddled masses yearning to breathe free, 
The wretched refuse of your teeming shore, 
Send these, the homeless, tempest-tossed, to me: 
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I lift my lamp beside the golden door. 
 
Progressive reforms’ moral purpose redesigned Protestant pastoral values into 
principles for Americanizing its ‘others’, that is, the urban populations of indus-
trialization and immigration. The dual hopes and fears of the American Jeremiad 
that ordered the reasoning about the plights of the immigrants and the poor were 
expressed as public policy issues and as the objects of change in the classifications 
of the new social and education sciences. Social and political rationalities about 
decay and degeneration of urban life were generated as part of the optimism of 
progress. The urbanization of pastoral images were to create belonging and ‘home’ 
in the new abstract relations of industrialization and the city. 
 
 
SOCIAL SCIENCE AS POTENTIALITIES: ‘LIBERATING 
THE HUMAN SPIRIT’ 
 
The knowledge generated in the educational sciences ‘acted’ as the modern oracle 
that decoded and recoded social affairs in the production of kinds of people who 
could act with agency – that kind of person described the citizen (Popkewitz, 
1991). In this sense, agency is a notion that is often associated with the individu-
alization of society and the citizen as an actor who brings intentionality to repub-
lican governing. But agency is an invention given visibility in the late 18th century 
and is not a concept understood outside of its historical instantiation. Agency, co-
incided with the invention of the idea of society as an abstract set of relation or-
dering everyday life. Freedom and liberty of the individual in which agency oper-
ated were bound and shaped through the abstract spaces in which social norms, 
values and institutions operated to bind people together to have collective belong-
ing and a concept of ‘home’. In the social and psychological sciences, this con-
structions of society and individuality and nation formed the citizen as a kind of 
person and the boundaries in which agency operated.  

Science was the arbiter of the good and moral that replaced the earlier national 
epic of reclaiming the past, pastoral New World. The crises of unbridled capital-
ism, the perceived breakdown of moral order in the city, and the brutality of mod-
ern warfare coupled with the struggle over slavery in the American Civil War 
casted doubt on the prior American narrative of the idyllic reincarnation of a bib-
lical Garden of Eden (see, e.g., Menand, 2001). By the end of the century, science 
and technology gave promise to the making of kinds of people that contributed to 
the millennial’s potential of the future. 
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Science and technology were imbued with values that universalized the history 

and future of the nation as trans-historical and transnational in its modes of living 
and promise of the ideal of democracy.5 In Russia, Germany, and Sweden, as well 
as the United States at the turn of the century, psychological discourses reconsti-
tuted Enlightenment beliefs in the ‘reason’ of the individual as the agent of change 
(Hultqvist, 1998; Rueschemeyer & Skocpol, 1996). The moral grace of the nation 
was defined as ‘an inventive people’ in the ‘Great Experiment for promoting hu-
man happiness’. The Industrial Revolution was not repelled but embraced; it was 
often seen not as an intrusion but as an offering of possibility. It brought miseries 
but also innovations. It did not overturn the natural world, it seemed to coexist 
with it. (Rothstein, 2011, np) Samuel Morse’s telegraph transmitter, Thomas Edi-
son’s 1880 light bulbs and the Connecticut clock were seen as the embodiment of 
the culture of democracy.  

In these historical lines, science performed in the production of the citizen as 
a participatory actor. Inscribed was the salvation theme of science producing the 
modes of living for citizens whose reason would enable them to act wisely and 
autonomously in the new democratic systems. The U.S. Department of the Inte-
rior’s Bureau of Education re-narrated the American Jeremiad as promises and 
prophecies of progress with Old and New Testament themes into the pedagogical 
constructions about self-reliance and self-motivation of the child as the destiny of 
the nation in “the founding [of] a civilization” that expressed the “character in the 
American people” (U.S. Government Printing Office, 1874, p. 13).  

The Jeremiad was embodied in the social and psychological sciences. They 
decried the problems of moral disorder and deviances with heralding the opti-
mism for the future. The rationality of scientific reflection replaced religious no-
tions of revelation in finding human progress. A specific Western messianic tra-
dition of redemption was inscribed in the idea of progress. Solutions to social 
questions of the day entailed a calculated administration of social affairs and a 
belief that science would produce progress through systematic public provision, 
coherent public policy, and rational government intervention (Rueschemeyer & 
Skocpol, 1996; see also, e.g., Popkewitz, 1992, 1993). 

But the calculation of social affairs also entailed planning and the designing 
of kinds of people. The problem of science related to social affairs and education 
was the design of the self: folding religious themes into theories of social belong-
ing, individuality and change as desires about the future. Up to the 19th century, 

                                                             
5  The incursion of technology and science as a cultural narrative is also found in Euro-

pean utopian thought, such as St. Simon who celebrated the engineer as “the priest of 
civilization” (Virilio, 2006 [1977], p. 41).  
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the Puritans attached the status and attributes of personhood to an inner soul in 
which the ethical techniques of individual self-monitoring and control – con-
sciousness and self-consciousness – were developed to recognize the design given 
by God. The early colonial travelogues and the church’s ideas of conversion and 
civilizing ‘the heathen’ embodied this design of the self (see Hirst, 1994; Todorov, 
1984). The personality was formed through the applications of techniques of self-
watchfulness in the private pursuit of the ‘signs of grace’ represented in the con-
struction of the self. Design was based on evidence of intelligence or purposeful-
ness in nature to prove the existence of God (Reuben, 1996, p. 31).  

The formation of the American republic in the late eighteenth century incor-
porated Puritan notions of design into its notions of the common good and the 
citizen. Design gave a millennial language to the nation that (re)visioned Puritan 
theology about what God gave to human affairs in the first coming. The narratives 
leading to the American Revolution, re- assembled a Christian millennial belief 
that the proper object of study was God.  

The practice of designing people reached into the formation of the progressive 
social sciences concerned with urban reforms and education at the turn of the 20th 
century. The designing of people appeared in the psychologies and sociologies of 
education that focus on children’s attitudes, abilities, and emotions as interven-
tions in the making of kinds of people. But that making was not only about the 
present. It was anticipatory and generated desires about the self as the embodiment 
of societal ‘needs’ and cultural priorities. For instance, Albion Small (1896), a 
former Baptist minister who was hired to start the Department of Sociology at the 
new Rockefeller sponsored University of Chicago,6 gave attention to the sociology 
of urban reform. The school, for Albion Small, and later for his colleague John 
Dewey, gave attention to social theory as embodying redemptive qualities as the 
desire of change. The significance of the school curriculum laid in its promise of 
social progress. Social psychology was “the science of assisting youth to organize 
their contacts with reality […] for both thought and action” (Small, 1896, p. 178). 
The teacher held the key to the future of society through remaking the inner qual-
ities of the child. 
 
Sociology knows no means for the amelioration or reform of society more radical than those 
of which teachers hold the leverage. The teacher […] will read his success only in the record 

                                                             
6  It is important to note that eastern elite universities as Yale, Columbia, Harvard, Dart-

mouth, Princeton, were initially schools to train clergy.  
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of men and women who go from the school eager to explore wider and deeper these social 
relations, and zealous to do their part in making a better future (Small, 1896, p. 184). 
 
Contemporary notions of design maintain the revelatory qualities of thought. They 
portray the sensibility of an openness that enables democratic participation and 
human agency through research projects of planning. Planning is portrayed as the 
natural expression of a democracy that develops objective knowledge derived 
from the ‘evidence’ of rigorous data. That knowledge of planning serves the dem-
ocratic ideal about reason and rationality as the universal principles through which 
different human interests are expressed. The principle that orders the notion of 
democracy and the citizen as a kind of person, however, is not only about partici-
pation. It embodies a utopic quality about the proper planning of society as ena-
bling the fulfilment of a utopic visions of human potentialities. 

The inscription of salvation themes and designing people directed the present 
to desires about potentialities that anticipated the future. The objects of the scien-
tific knowledge were anticipatory of the future. In the United States, the social 
sciences embody the secular promise of the nation through escaping the historical 
burden of the past by fabricating a future cosmopolitan citizen who would truly 
be universal and a model to the world (see Popkewitz, 2008).  
 

 
(RE)VISIONING ‘THE SOUL’ 
 
The salvation themes of the nation were brought into the human sciences, with the 
object of change as ‘the soul’ . Ignored in the histories of the development of psy-
chology are how religious confessional practices were transferred to the realm of 
personal self-reflection and self-criticism (Gorski, 1999). The salvation themes 
enter into the psychological languages, for example, replacing moral philosophy 
in the 19th century (see, e.g., O’Donnell, 1985). The ‘soul’ is reconceptualized as 
the ‘mind’ in the first decades of the 20th century (Danziger, 1997; Read, 1997). 
While modern psychology celebrates its movement from the soul to the mind as 
the triumph of science, the concept of the ‘mind’ satisfied the new scripture of 
science by replacing metaphysical notions. Previous pastoral concerns for per-
sonal salvation and redemption were revisioned as personal development and ‘ful-
filment’, words that signalled religious motifs but placed them in secular dis-
courses of science and rational progress. The soul is spoken today through the 
cognitive and affective psychologies of children’s learning, motivation, and ‘grit’ 
as the salvation themes of effective, successful teacher and child school practices 
(see, e.g., Popkewitz & Kirchgasler, 2014; Kirchgasler, 2018).  
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The social administration of the self, as Foucault (1979; 1989) argued, re-en-
acted early interests of the church in rescuing the soul.7 The new scientific dis-
courses open the thoughts and aspirations of the individual to inspection, scrutiny, 
and regulation.8 The turn-of-the-century American Social Gospel movement, in-
fluential in the early social sciences, sought to bring Christian ethics into social 
policy. Moral redemptive concerns were merged with ideas drawn from science, 
social planning, and welfare policies as salvation themes of progress. As I discuss 
elsewhere, the social and psychological theories re-inscribed the salvation of 
Christian ethics in political theories as norms of participation and civic virtues of 
the citizen (Popkewitz, in press).  

The ‘soul’ as the object of scientific knowledge assembled the universalism of 
the Enlightenment’s cosmopolitan reason with an American Unitarian Protestant-
ism desire for moral order in what Bellah (1975) calls ‘civil religion’. The Puri-
tans, for example, attached ethical techniques of the individual’s self-monitoring 
and control – consciousness and self-consciousness – to finding the status and at-
tributes of the inner soul. The self-monitoring ethical techniques pursued ‘signs of 
grace’, the gift of God’s love, and mercy in the individual. The Puritans’ biblical 
interpretation of America as “the light of the world” was brought into political, 
social, and economic narratives, written into the formulations of the Declaration 
of Independence and the Constitution (McKnight, 2003, p. 19). The joining of 
biblical and Enlightenment narratives in the design of the political body was ex-
pressed by John Adam. The settlement of America, Adams said, was “the opening 
of a grand scene and design in Providence for the illumination of the ignorant, and 
the emancipation of the slavish part of mankind all over the earth” (cited in Wood, 
1991, p. 191). The state was evidence of ‘divine sanction’.  

The sociology and psychology related to the American Progressive Education 
brought the providentialism of cosmopolitanism into the project of education. 
Lester Frank Ward (1883), one of the founders of American sociology, thought of 
science as a way to artificially change urban social conditions and people.9 Change 

                                                             
7  Religious systems of authority were also redefined, in part through the merging of the 

state and religion in European contexts, and through changes in social cosmologies in 
which religion was seen. For a discussion of religion in modernity, see Berger (1969) 
and Berger & Luckmann (1967). 

8  Durkheim (1977 [1938]) explores this in the Counter-Reformation, but the pastoral 
power in pedagogy assumes a different set of relations and implications when the his-
tory of the modern state and liberalism is approached. 

9  There was debate in the formation of the social sciences disciplines in American Pro-
gressivism. That debate was, in part, about the role of Christian ethics verses empirical 
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was directed to ‘the soul’ of the citizen whose processes of reasoning would em-
body republican virtues. The knowledge generated by the sciences was directed 
as an ‘awakening’ that drew previous religious sensitivities into the making of the 
citizen. These virtues would lay the foundation to restore the moral disorder of the 
city, its breakup of families, crime and teenage pregnancies, and sexuality. Ward 
said, for example, that government progress required education to identify the pro-
cesses “of acquainting every member of society more thoroughly with the special 
nature of the institution, and awakening him to a more vivid conception of his 
personal interest in its management” (Ward, 1883, p. 243).  

Whether called the psychologies of ‘stimulus/response’ (Edward L. Thorn-
dike), the pragmatism of ‘intelligent action’ (John Dewey) or the child study of 
‘adolescence’ (G. Stanley Hall), their pedagogical focus gave attention to the in-
terior and everyday life of the child as the site of change. Pedagogy was the tech-
nology of change. The psychological sciences would provide the child with a 
higher unity of the moral good through principles of thought and action.10  

The psychologies of childhood and learning brought a comparative style of 
reasoning in changing the interior of the child. The European and North American 
sciences had the double edge of the Enlightenment’s cosmopolitanism. They in-
stantiated desires of the potentialities of kinds of people in the political and cul-
tural theories. The research was directed to instantiate the spiritual/moral life that 
activated qualities of an individual application of self-watchfulness. The concern 
was not the command of useful knowledge in a given subject, but its usefulness in 
‘awakening’ and the ‘quickening’ of moral sensibilities. 

The comparativeness was evident in the psychologies related to pedagogy. The 
Connectionist Psychology of Edward L. Thorndike, for example, joined the hope 
of education in developing ‘the moral, political, and economic health of the re-
public’ with fears. Those fears were about absorbing the Irish, Greek, and Jewish 
immigrants and their ‘foreign’ radical ideas that could produce anarchy (Joncich, 
1968, p. 46). The Child Study Movement, as well, enabled systems of pedagogical 

                                                             
and descriptive sciences. The American Economic Association´s first president Richard 
Ely advocated the former and was a member of the Social Gospel Movement. Ely lost 
but the role of Christian ethics in the narratives of science was not lost but rearticulated 
in social and political discourses of the nation and citizen. 

10  While there were elements of eugenics in the psychologies, the idea of ‘The American 
Race’ circulated in literary and public discourses as an expression of American Excep-
tionalism and difference that embodied cultural distinctions about ‘civilization’ that 
were not necessarily linked to the body, heredity and eugenics. 
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scrutiny and assessment to differentiate, classify, and normalize children accord-
ing to notions of development.  

The soul as the object of the new sciences was related to The Social Question 
and the moral disorder. Science, for G. Stanley Hall (1928 [1904]), changed the 
unwashed and sinful soul in order to bring the purity of the spirit into being. Child 
study movement embodied a romantic desire to build organic values of a pastoral 
community into an increasingly specialized and mechanized urban, industrial, sci-
entific civilization (Ross, 1972, pp. 335-337). Hall’s (1928 [1904]) studies of the 
adolescent, for example, were a strategy to reconcile faith and reason, Christian 
belief and the ‘Enlightenment’s empiricism’ in the making of an American soci-
ety. The psychic development of the child’s ‘soul’ was expressed through the Cal-
vinist language of finding ‘the missing links’ to fulfil human destiny in achieving 
‘the beautiful, and the true social, moral and religious good’.  

Hall’s (1904) important text, “Adolescence: Its psychology and its relation to 
physiology, anthropology, sociology, sex, crime, religion, and education”, con-
nected particular distinctions and attributes about learning, behaviours, attitudes, 
motivation, and personality that were invented to order the processes of change. 
Youth was casted as a particular kind of person who represented the moral panic 
about the degeneration of the future with attention on teenagers who may fail to 
act in civilized and responsible ways. 

Teacher education was a ‘civilizing process’ that was directed to the ‘soul’. 
During the early part of the 19th century, teacher preparation was an awakening 
that enabled the teacher to profess her Christian sincerity. Teaching was an ap-
prenticeship that consecrated one’s devotion to work and to expressing Christian 
sincerity, in which inspiration was given priority over specific classroom teaching 
competencies. The new teacher was expected to be committed to general ideals of 
service, to be trained scientifically, and to be professionally ambitious. The prin-
cipal of the first normal school in the US (1839), Cyrus Peirce, viewed teacher 
education as a ‘calling’. The school was organized as a divinity school with teach-
ers as its ‘dedicated missionaries’ (Peirce & Swift, 1926). The curriculum was on 
recitation of content, even in music lessons. The moral character of the teacher 
was the object of knowledge rather than training in skills or techniques (Mattingly, 
1975). In one sense, the teacher had to be rescued first in order to rescue the child. 

While one might think that the salvation themes of the 19th century and the 
making of the nation are historical relics, there are homologies of prophetic texts 
in contemporary research. Today, the utopic principles and the soul as the object 
of change are given visibility in different surfaces of the contemporary social and 
psychological sciences. Salvation themes of the future are expressed in the calls 
for reforms based on ‘scientific evidence’, ‘what works’, and ‘useful knowledge’. 
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The salvific quality is iterated in teacher education reform report about the need 
for teachers to embody ‘the soul’ of the nation (National Commission on Teaching 
and America’s Future, 2003). Change is narrated as the dispositions of the desired 
teacher, spoken of as “the habits of mind and character appropriate for learning 
and embodying this [professional] identity” of the expert teacher (Grossman et al., 
2009, p. 2060). Useful and practical knowledge is defined in relation to strategies 
that change the ‘soul’ of the novice teacher. 
 
SYSTEMATIC REFLECTION AS REVELATION IN 
POTENTIALITIES  
 
Reflection in the pursuit of progress (re)visioned revelation as the prophetic vision 
of democracy. Previous church conceptions of revelation were transferred to strat-
egies that produced personal self-reflection and the inner self-guided moral devel-
opment of the individual (see, e.g., discussion about religious cosmologies and 
theories of social change and evaluation in Popkewitz, 2012 [1984], 1991). Dewey 
viewed democracy as similar to the reasoning founded in Christianity (see, e.g., 
Childs, 1956; Dewey, 1967-1990 [1892]; Westbrook, 1991). He spoke of democ-
racy by drawing on the contemporary religious discussions of revelation. Revela-
tion was the opening of the individual’s mind to “uncover and discover” and to 
“bring home its truth to the consciousness of the individual” (Dewey, 1967-1990, 
p. 6). Dewey’s pragmatism, for example, emphasized the rationality of science, 
the qualities of the democratic citizen, and a generalized Protestant notion of sal-
vation. The secular language of children’s learning and development embodied 
the self-watchfulness of the individual, historically analogous with the pursuit of 
‘signs of grace’. The focus was on the ‘soul’, now classified as the mind, learning, 
problem solving and intelligent action.  

Earlier notions of Church revelation were made into the promise of the sci-
ences to rationalize the processes of childhood. At the turn of the century, for ex-
ample, theories and technologies of pedagogy focused on those individuals whose 
dispositions could actively respond to the collective social needs of the workplace, 
the family, hygiene, and politics. The domestic science movement at the turn of 
the 20th century instantiated theories that shaped working class conceptions of 
childhood, particular that of the mother. It brought political rationalities about the 
liberal democratic citizen into the educative processes that included the bourgeois 
family. The very notion of democratic dialogue and reason was viewed as a form 
of revelation, likened to its origin in Christianity, discussed in the next chapter on 
American Progressivism.  
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The sciences of the modern school and urban life were spoken of as the great 
panacea for equality (Sklansky, 2002). The new human sciences were elixirs of 
hope that embodied a millennial belief in rational knowledge to achieve justice 
and happiness (Blumenberg, 1983 [1966]). Calvinist salvation themes in America 
were (re)visioned into ideas for civic processes of social and personal better-
ment.11 The psychologies of pedagogy were envisioned as empirical building 
blocks in forming a new ethical person (Popkewitz, 2009). The problem of pro-
fessional knowledge was not only the behaviours of the individual, but the rules 
by which individuals applied the problem-solving skills of health, sexuality, and 
good ethical living to the child and adult. Progress was individualized and made 
part of each person’s self-actualization.  

Inscribed in these psychological discourses was the broad 19th-century politi-
cal belief that science would produce the kinds of people whose thoughts, reason, 
and feelings would enable them to act wisely and autonomously in the new dem-
ocratic systems. The new citizen (or the ‘new man’), a term that circulated into the 
early 20th century, connected the scopes and aspirations of social principles with 
the personal and subjective capacities of individuals. New institutions of health, 
employment, and education tied scientific expertise to organizing subjectivities in 
understanding experience (see, e.g., Scott, 1991). The enlightened and virtuous 
citizen of the American republic was labelled civilized by the inner characteristics 
of being reasonable, tolerant, honest, virtuous, and candid (Glaude, 2000, p. 195).  
 
 
REDEMPTIVE CULTURES: THE REASON OF THE POST-
WORLD WAR TWO PARTICIPATORY, CONSTRUCTIVIST 
TEACHER AND CHILD  
  
In this chapter, the discussion was directed to the salvation themes embodied about 
the particular kind of individual desired in these social and psychological theories. 
In the past decades, the redemptive culture is related to a particular kind of con-
structivism that became evident toward the end of World War II. One prominent 
kind of person that appears in policy, programs and research is what is called ‘the 
lifelong learner’ (Fejes & Nicoll, 2007). The lifelong learner is an individual who 
is an entrepreneurial self, a decentralized citizen who is active, self-motivated, 
participatory, and problem solving (for comparative discussions of the child-cen-
tered, constructivist pedagogies, see Hultqvist, 1998; Hunter, 1994; Walkerdine, 

                                                             
11  In education, this is discussed in McKnight (2003), Popkewitz (2008), and Tröhler 

(2011). 
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1988). The social, collective identities and universal norms embodied in previous 
reforms and sciences of American Progressivism are replaced with images of mul-
tiple identities, collaboration, the local community, and an individuality that em-
bodies a flexibility in problem solving.  

This ‘the lifelong learner’ reconstitutes the governing of the soul. But the op-
erative metaphors of progress and redemption are no longer derived from social 
collective norms, common roles, and fixed identities. Contemporary reforms con-
struct the image of the participatory and collaborative teacher and child. When the 
reform strategies are more closely examined, the governing of the soul emerges as 
the personification of professionalism and the professional. The new teacher (as 
well as the new child) is made in the name of the democratic ideal. The redemptive 
theme is today spoken about as the empowerment of teachers and children. The 
kind of person is one who can problem solve, capable of responding flexibility to 
problems that has no clear set of boundaries or singular answers and participates 
in the construction of knowledge as active individuals who produce, modify, and 
integrate ideas.12  

While the redemptive theme is rhetorically positioned in the name of demo-
cratic principles, the concrete strategies are concerned with the governing of the 
soul. The redemptive agent is the “teachers’ knowledge, their professional values 
and commitments, and the social resources of practice” (Cohen, 1995, p. 16). This 
reconstitutes the historical relation of the register of social administration and the 
register of freedom that tied the state and social sciences at the turn of the century. 

The struggle to remake the teacher in the contemporary reform and its research 
are both salvific and redemptive: to make the different voices into legitimate ele-
ments in the construction of pedagogy. Equity is defined as giving an authentic 
voice to those children, parents, and community members who have been ex-
cluded from the decision-making processes of schools. Phrases such as ‘to recover 
their own voices’ assume something that is natural to the groups’ expression and 
thus outside of history.  

The terms of participation and problem solving (even when the word democ-
racy is tacked on) inscribe particular dispositions and sensitivities as natural and 
normal to reasonable action. The normalization is not necessarily spoken about 
but is silently positioned through the distinctions and divisions deployed in 

                                                             
12  Constructivist is a debated term whose boundaries involve a particular psychological 

rather than social view of individuality. My use of constructivist, therefore, focuses on 
the general or paradigmatic standards and rules that position this debate (I discuss this 
view of paradigm in Popkewitz, 1984 and as styles of reason in 2008). 
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educational situations, such as those which differentiate children of rural and ur-
ban education from ‘others’ (Popkewitz, Diaz, & Kirchgasler, 2017). 
 
 
REDEMPTION’S ‘OTHERS’: INSCRIPTIONS OF 
EXCLUSIONS IN INCLUSIONS 
 
The Enlightenment’s universal reason of cosmopolitanism enunciated ‘double 
gestures’. The optimism of progress travelled simultaneously with fears of degen-
eration and dangers to the future. The earlier equation of degeneracy and diversity 
increasingly led observations of refined and elaborated symbols of corruption. As 
Chamberlin and Gilman (1985) suggest, “hope was looked after by progress and 
seemed as the tenor of the times, but fear was contagious” (p. xiii). The Enlight-
enment projected degeneracy on the lower categories of the taxonomies of human-
kind rather than as previously held doctrinal opponents in sectarian religious dis-
putes (Boon, 1985, p. 25). To ‘civilize’ was to endow what was common to all 
human beings that was, in fact, about the double of the potentiality-to-be and the 
potentiality-not-to-be. Humanity was placed in a continuum of value and hierar-
chy that ordered and divided people, races, and their civilizations. The civilized 
and civilizations in the English, French and American Enlightenments placed and 
differentiated people in the regulated time of progress.  

The salvation themes of research evoked desires along with redemptive 
themes. The redemptive themes to save the soul of the sinner’s moral failures were 
relocated into the social conditions that produced the moral disorder and devi-
ances. New distinctions of differences began to appear to pronounce the popula-
tions in the redemptive processes, such as those of the working classes and human 
rights. The distinctions recognized different populations for inclusion but that in-
scribe differences and produce divisions as human ‘nature’.  

The objectifications of different kinds of people were the object of the redemp-
tive process of reforming urban life and the ‘heart’ of American Progressivism in 
bringing rationality and efficiency to government, social institutions and the 
school. Redeeming the qualities and characteristics of urban and racialized popu-
lations who instantiated moral deviancy became the focus of the sciences con-
cerned with turn of the 20th century reforms.  

The distinctions and differentiations in the social sciences inscribed a contin-
uum of value that qualified and disqualified people for action and participation. 
The Enlightenment’s dream of the universality of reason engendered double ges-
tures. The double gestures were embodied in the rules and standards of reason. 
The fear of ‘the urban hothouse’ in G. Stanley Hall’s (1928 [1904]) child studies 
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spoke of the danger of ‘the losing of the soul’ of the child. Hall’s talk of the ‘urban 
hot house’ articulated a threat to the Enlightenment’s hope of developing the prov-
idential character of the nation whose ‘darkness’ represented the urban conditions 
and people: immigrants and racialized groups.13  
The comparativeness about human kinds embodies the distinctions and divisions 
between the modes of the living inscribed in the cosmopolitanism and urban pop-
ulations. Boundaries were created about what existed inside/outside the norms of 
development, capability, and capacities of kinds of people. Cultural theses about 
the dangerous populations of urban life, which often included eugenics, instanti-
ated social fears as biological necessities of difference.  

Contemporary schooling can be thought of as a project of disciplining and 
training the political and social capacities of the democratic citizen (see, e.g., 
Hunter, 1994, pp. 152-163). Pedagogy, the psychologies of learning and the cur-
riculum were moral technologies, not merely inculcating obedience but also seek-
ing to shape personality through the child’s emulation of the teacher, pastoral tech-
niques to encourage self-knowledge and enhance the feeling of sympathetic iden-
tification, through establishing the links between virtue, honesty, and self-denial 
and a purified pleasure (Rose, 1989, p. 223). 

The making of the child embodied salvation themes that (re)visioned not only 
the child but also the identity of the teacher. The discourses of teacher education 
helped to reconstitute the identities of urban teachers who had traditionally come 
from blue-collar and identifiably ethnic backgrounds. The ‘civilizing’ practices 
that teachers learned in higher education were practices to replace the unredeemed 
urban family and community as the primary influences in socializing children. 
Professionalization became a tool for totally reshaping the lines of authority in 
school administration, for weeding out those of less desirable ethnic and social 
origins through requirements for higher education, and for instilling a sense of 
loyalty not to the community, but to the school principal, superintendent, and ed-
ucational professoriate (Murphy, 1990, p. 23).  

Professional knowledge separated the urban teachers from their local commu-
nity and the political alliances available with this constituency. The boundaries 
about kinds of people in reform projects to professionalize had gender implica-
tions. It negated familiar conceptions of teaching as norms of occupational auton-
omy and status (Mattingly, 1987). 

                                                             
13  While there were elements of eugenics in the psychologies, the idea of ‘The American 

Race’ circulated in literary and public discourses as an expression of American Excep-
tionalism and difference that embodied cultural distinctions about ‘civilization’ that 
were not necessarily linked to the body, heredity and eugenics. 
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The normalization embodied in pedagogical practices, then, can be understood 
as disqualifying certain ways of being that did not fit the norms inscribed in the 
educational process. While learning theories and studies of child development 
were intended to increase individual freedom through education, the categories of 
childhood they constructed ascribed particular sets of norms that provided a unity 
of ‘all’ children that embodies categories and distinctions of those outside of the 
‘all’.  

To summarize, while the turn-of-the-20th-century redemptive culture in edu-
cation sought to treat all children equally, its governing principles functioned as a 
system of inclusion/exclusion. In thinking about inclusion/exclusion as a single 
term, my concern is how discursive practices contain two poles simultaneously; 
that is, judging the child’s qualities of the being that lies inside and outside of 
reason, no matter who that child is.  
 
 
POPULISM, THE NEW CLOTHES OF THE AMERICAN 
JEREMIAD, AND THE OBJECTS OF CHANGE 
 
There is a continual populism in social and educational research. That populism 
occurs in science as providing salvation themes of democracy, empowerment, and 
participation. The populism was formed in the political rhetoric of American Jer-
emiad and was given the new clothes of science. That ideal brought Enlightenment 
principles of reason and science into republican notions of civic virtues and the 
common good was enacted through education and the common school. Initially, 
philosophy offered the necessary knowledge for teaching all citizens to think for 
themselves; then it was replaced with science as the arbiter of the real and science 
offered the processes that enable the child to become the responsible adult in the 
determined realities.  

The inscriptions of salvation and redemption assembled two qualities of sci-
ence. First was sciences as the basic truths of nature and society on which the 
progress depended. This notion of science ordered the models of curriculum and 
the alchemy of school subjects; that is for example the translation of science, math-
ematics and music into the content of pedagogical knowledge. Tied to this quality 
was science as a mode of thinking and acting. Theories and methods of science 
incorporated a generalized and universal notion of rationality into the theories of 
learning and instruction. They were directed to the interior of the mind, what I 
referred to as ‘the soul’. Today that learning and governing of the soul is called 
the ‘habits of the mind’ that teachers and children should exhibit in schooling. The 
twin notions of science as capturing what was real- that is, the pedagogical 
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processes to achieve learning and modelling the real world are desires about the 
potentialities of individuality and society. The utopic visions were not explicit but 
embodied in how the sciences enacted processes, distinctions and classifications 
that formed cultural theses about who children were and should be.  

As democratic as this populist rhetoric of the American Jeremiad may appear, 
it was and is never merely that. What I have sought to engage is how those ideas 
are given concrete sets of principles. 

This history examined how salvation and redemptive themes were assembled 
and performed as potentialities-to-be in the governing of the soul, what the Ger-
man philosopher and sociologist Max Scheler (1980 [1924]) erroneously posed as 
distinguishable in modernity. While the language of research is about teacher prac-
tices, suggesting descriptions of the present, it is more. Research, this chapter ar-
gued, embodies conversion processes that are not merely describing ‘what works’. 
The salvation and redemptive practices instantiated in research express desires 
about the future to be realized. The redemptive change of scientific knowledge 
joins political rationalities with those of the social sciences to govern the soul. The 
promise of the future is the present that, in fact, conserve the contemporary frame-
works that classify and order the school and differences. 
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